PETITION FOR NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY TO FORMALLY REPRIMAND PROFESSOR STEPHEN A. NUÑO PH.D. FOR HIS ANTI-WHITE, RACIST COMMENTS IN NBC LATINO

PRESS RELEASE
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In an August 8, 2012 NBC Latino article, Stephen A. Nuño, Ph.D., is an NBC Latino contributor and an Assistant Professor in the Department of Politics and International Affairs at Northern Arizona University suggested that whites should be profiled, and that openly white nationalists should be put into internment camps (http://nbclatino.com/2012/08/06/opinion-why-dont-we-profile-white-nationalists/).

“…the white folks I know are patriots. They would be proud to be pulled over by police officers questioning their status...[although] white nationalists make up a small fraction of the total white population. But white nationalists are able to move about freely in their communities because of what they look like...It's obvious that the signs of white extremism are being ignored by these communities...How many more good Americans have to die before we take these white nationalists seriously? Of course, before I am accused of being serious, I am not. But given the arguments coming from conservatives over the last two decades over...immigrants, it's curious that the same argument isn’t being applied to white nationalists.” -- STEPHEN A. NUÑO, PH.D.

Under the guise of academic discourse, Nuño seems to be making generalized suggestions that all whites are as evil as the psychotic few who have attacked minorities. This is a conspicuously overgeneralized representation.

It is one thing to eloquently satirize social issues, as did the English writer, Jonathan Swift, in “A Modest Proposal.” However, even though he claims not to be serious, Nuño’s own modest proposal could easily be misinterpreted by some of less academic awareness. Further, the article seems to exploit what marginal amount of anti-white suspicion there might be among a small fraction of the population. Certainly no one in America would suggest Professor Nuño’s views be stifled, but conversely, it has likewise been recognized that one does not yell, “fire,” in a crowded theatre, nor throw gasoline on still smoldering social ‘flames.’ WE THEREFORE ASK THAT NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIVERSITY FORMALLY REPRIMAND PROFESSOR STEPHEN A. NUÑO PH.D. FOR HIS RACIALLY-INAPPROPRIATE ATTEMPT AT SATIRE AIMED AT POLITICALLY-CONCERNED WHITES.

The National Socialist Movement is the largest pro-White civil rights organization in America. It has chapters across America, and affiliates around the world.
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